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We always cover our heads, particularly when going out.
The turban has become our especial mark declaring us to be
Indians. There will be nothing but benefit, however, from leaving
the head uncovered wherever possible. Wearing long hair and part-
ing it with ever so much care seems to be rather uncouth. Dust,
dirt, and lice collect in long hair. One will also find it difficult
to treat any boils that may develop on one's scalp. For a
turban-wearer to grow long hair like a Saheb is sheer absurdity.
We fall into the clutches of many diseases through our feet. The
feet of those who wear shoes, etc., become tender. With shoes on,
the feet perspire and emit an offensive odour. Anyone sensitive to
smell can scarcely bear to stand near such a person when he is
removing his shoes and socks, so offensive is the odour of the feet.
We call shoes "shields against thorns" or "protectors of the feet",
which means that we need wear shoes only when we have to
walk among thorns or stir out in extreme heat or cold, and even
then, we need cover, not the entire feet, but only the soles; when
necessary, therefore, one may put on only sandals. Anyone who
suffers from headaches, physical weakness, aching feet, and anyone
used to wearing of shoes should try walking barefoot. He will soon
discover the advantages of keeping one's feet uncovered, in con-
tact with the earth and free from perspiration. Sandals are an excel-
lent form of footwear and also comparatively cheap. In Africa,
they are made by Trappists1 near Pinetown for anyone who wants
them and one can also get them made in Phoenix. The average
individual will not have the courage to use sandals only. Even
such a person should always keep his feet uncovered whenever
possible and use sandals when he must cover the soles and can do
without shoes.
[From Gujarati]
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1 Monks of Cistercian order noted for silence and other au$terities: vide
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